FAQs and Tips
Optimal Reception – make sure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Each gate can see the antenna on your timing hub
The start device/s can see your antenna on your timing hub
The antenna on your timing hub is pointing up towards the sky
The antenna is connected properly to the timing hub or the extension cord
The antenna from that timing hub is above head height and not underneath metal/aluminium
shelters or with metal/aluminium structure in the way of its line of sight

Timing Gates – make sure:
1. Arrow on the base of gates points towards the sunniest side of the track
2. You turn the gates on in order from the inside of lane one first, then the next gate etc.
3. Before you turn the next gate on – check the battery levels, reception levels and 4 green dots
for alignment
4. Every gate shows four green dots, if not, stop and find out why you do not have four green dots
5. The pair of just you have just turned on, makes a beep when you walk through
Start device – make sure:
1. When you turn it on it connects to your set up screen
2. Check the battery and reception levels
Trouble shooting tips:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ensure the power settings on your laptop prevent the laptop from going to sleep
If using multiple sets of timing gates/devices, only have one system in “set up” at a time
Always do a test race before you start your first proper race to confirm all working
Ensure the timing hub and USB cords are protected from being unplugged/bumped/disrupted
Make sure the timing hub USB cord is plugged direct to laptop not via a USB multi hub
If you have “alignment” issues with a yellow lane and a red cross, untick a lane and tick it back
on. Note this indicator lets you still run a race but that lane will not get a time
7. If you get some crazy time (this is from the USB getting disrupted), you will be best to try and
go back to “set up” and come back into “race” screen and do a test race. Otherwise you may
have turn off RaceHQ – unplug the timing hub – wait one minute – plug the hub back into the
laptop via a new USB port – restart RaceHQ and set up again

Extra support:
Weekly webinars available ‐ http://www.timingsolutions.com.au/webinar‐signup‐racehq
Email – support@timingsolutions.com.au
Live support call ‐ 1300 954 487

